50 YEARS OF TEACHING FRENCH AND ENGLISH

The International School of Boston (ISB) is proud to bring its 50 years of experience in language instruction to the school’s parents, members of the community, and others interested, through its offering of adult language courses.

In June 2012, CBS ranked our program among the “Best Language Schools for Adults in the Boston area!”

HOW ARE WE DIFFERENT?

1. All our adult courses are taught by certified teachers with more than 10 years of experience.

2. All courses take place at the International School of Boston, using the latest technologies.

3. Our small class sizes (4 to 10 students per class maximum) allow us to create custom-made curricula and provide you with extra personal attention, in a fun and relaxed environment.

4. Our flexible, multifaceted approach fits all learning styles.

5. Participating in our program gives you access to our school resources, events and international environment.

Our English courses focus on students who have already had prior exposure to English and wish to sharpen their written and oral communication skills. Our French courses include all levels, from absolute beginners to very advanced (including intensive workshops such as Pronunciation, Business French, Traveling to France “Tips and Prep,” French Cinema, and Voyage en Francophonie).

We issue official receipts. Ask your employer if this qualifies for a refund.
Nous émettons des reçus officiels. Demandez à votre employeur pour vous faire rembourser.

45 Matignon Road - Cambridge, MA 02140 - (617) 499-1451

Please visit www.isbos.org/adultlanguage for more information.
We offer two rounds of intensive specialty workshops each semester. These classes run for 4 weeks and can be taken individually or in sequence. The workshops are designed to be accessible at all levels, from pre-intermediate to advanced.

541 - UNDERSTANDING FRENCH-AMERICAN CULTURAL DIFFERENCES WORKSHOP (4 CLASSES)
Have you heard of the “Paris Syndrome?” Do you want to know what the “peach and coconut model” is? The American/French educational system is driving you crazy? Getting to know a new culture is full of exciting opportunities and, sometimes, it even comes with frustrating challenges. Join this class to better understand cultural differences between France and the US!

During the course, we will discover together the principal differences between everyday interactions on the two shores of the Atlantic – through history, current events, guided class discussions, and with the help of relevant readings and visual materials.

601 - ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION WORKSHOP (4 CLASSES)
These pronunciation workshops are designed to help you have a better understanding of the English phonology. By studying examples, practicing and repeating, you will improve your pronunciation, making your communication more fluid.

602 - EVERYDAY LIFE TOPICS AND SITUATIONS
In this class, we will focus on improving your general fluency: integrating oral comprehension, levels of language, pronunciation, and idioms. The goal is to increase confidence and facility with English in a variety of settings and contexts, as well as to become familiar with the phrases and vocabulary that make communication richer. The teacher will give you the best communication strategies and will maximize your speaking time, in a relaxed atmosphere.

603 - CREATIVE WRITING & LITERATURE
Improve the quality of your work with this advanced writing workshop. You will enrich your written language by studying authors of various styles.